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The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of
their dreams.
- Eleanor Rooseyeff -
A ship docked in a harbor is safe, but that is not purpose for
people to make ships.
- Grace Hopper -
we cannot do great things. we can only do smallthings with
great love.
- Mother Teresa -
Experience isa harsh teacher. He tests first then teaches.
- Vemon Saunderc Rules -
There is nothing to be afraid of in life. All needs to be
understood.
- Maie Curie -
I hear then I forget.
I see then I hear.
I do then I understand.
- Chinese Proverb -
Il
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ABSTRACT
Human being is the most unique creature on earth. Many mysteries cover
the species that has been ruling over the earth for centuries. rhe iact that not a
single human being is the same with another human being is arready a great
mystery. However, they d9 have the same qualities in terms of tendencyordoing
something. It is not really the same, but similar in nature.
This thesis intends to reveal one of the tendencies in the way human
beings learn- In learning some people get anxious while some others do .roq 
"u"nthough the subject matter is the same - in this case the English language. This
makes the writer wonden whsther this is just a coincidence * ttr"t"l* a pa$em
caused by some factors,
From the literatures and previous studies, the writer knows that it is likely
that the second option is closer to the truth. However, there went the next question
- how far this pattern, Ianguage anxiety, influences the leamers in learning
English as foreign language. To find the answer, the writer conducted a research
to see how far the connection between language anxiety towards the learners of
foreigr Ianguage is.
In this correlation study, the writer took the samples from students of
Speaking B classes of the English Department of the widya Mandala catholic
univenity in the academic year of 2Cf,0/ 2001 as research subjects. This study
showed that the correlation was negative and non-significant. Negative correlafion
means that the higher language anxies is, the lower the academic achievement is.
Non-significant means that the correlation is too weak to be considered to be
accepfed as being happened to the whole population. In short, the result ofthis
study is thgre is no sigrrificant correlation between Speaking B students' language
anxiety and their academic achievements.
_ 
The writer hopes that the findings in this thesis help foreigrr language
leamers to achieve befier in language classes. Besides tha! the writer aso [opes
that the findings will help foreign language teachers as well as edusa.tional
institutiorn as a reference on guiding the leamers.
vlt
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